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Online failure prediction 

Software systems do fail in the field  

To improve software reliability, online failure prediction 

approaches aim to predict the manifestation of 

failures at runtime before they actually occur so that 

preventive and protective measures can be 

proactively taken 
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Online failure prediction approaches 

At a high level, many online failure prediction 

approaches operate in a similar manner 

• The system under observation is instrumented with 

failure prediction models 

• As the instrumented system runs, specific types of data, 

called system spectra, are collected and fed to the 

models 

• The models then make predictions at runtime about 

whether the execution will fail or not  
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Developing prediction models 

Prediction models are often trained by using historical 

executions 

These models typically attempt to capture patterns that 

are correlated with the expected behavior of the 

system (e.g., as observed in successful executions) 

and/or correlated with the manifestation of failures 

(e.g., as observed in failed executions) 
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Fundamental assumption 

 

 

 

There are identifiable and repeatable patterns in the 

behavior of failing and passing executions and 

similarities and/or deviations from these patterns are 

often highly correlated with the presence or absence 

of failures 
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Caveat 

Correlation does not mean causation! 

However, many many studies in the literature strongly 

suggest that even rough approximations obtained by using 

correlations are generally of great practical importance in 

many related application domains, such as  

• Fault detection 

• Fault characterization 

• Fault localization 

• Static failure prediction 

• Software repository mining 

• Other types of data-driven program analysis 

• … 
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Existing online failure prediction approaches 

Many treat the system under observation as a black box 

Collect specific types of execution data that are either 
directly reported by the system, such as failure and 
error logs, or directly observable from outside the 
system, such as CPU and memory utilization of the 
system 

One reason as to why existing approaches generally 
refrain themselves from collecting internal execution 
data is the runtime overhead incurred by the 
collection process 

Since these approaches are targeted at deployed 
software systems, excessive runtime overhead is 
generally undesirable 
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Hypothesis I 

We conjecture that the quality of predictions can further be 

improved by treating the system under observation as a 

white box and collecting internal execution data, i.e., by 

collecting data from inside executions 

For example 

• Not all failure-inducing errors may leave externally detectable 

traces, which can reduce the prediction accuracy of black-box 

approaches 

• Even if some traces are present, due to the often noisy nature 

of external measurements, it may take time for these traces to 

become externally detectable, which can cause black-box 

approaches to issue late warnings for failures, rather than 

early ones 
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What about runtime overhead??? 

To reduce the runtime overhead, we push the 

substantial parts of the data collection work onto the 

hardware  

In particular, much of the data is collected by fast 

hardware performance counters, which is then 

augmented with further data collected by a minimal 

amount of software instrumentation that is added to 

the systems software 

We call this type of spectra hybrid spectra 
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Hardware performance counters 

CPU resident counters that record various low level events 
occurring on a CPU  

• E.g., number of machine instructions executed, the number of 
branches taken, the number of cache hits/misses experienced, 
etc. 

Today’s general-purpose CPUs include a fair number of such 
counters  

To activate these counters, programs issue instructions 
indicating the type of event to be counted and the physical 
counter to be used 

Once activated, counters count the events of interest and 
store the counts in a set of special purpose registers 

These registers can also be read and reset programmatically 
at runtime 
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Hypothesis II 

We conjecture that hardware performance counters can 

be used to collect data from inside executions in an 

unobtrusive manner, and that the data collected can 

be used for online failure prediction, all at acceptable 

runtime overhead costs 
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But, abstracting program executions is 

genuinely difficult 

A program execution is a complex event 

• Control flow 

• Data flow 

• Aliases 

• Side effects 

• Non-determinism  

• Interactions with hardware and software platforms 

• … 

It is often unclear 

• What to collect  

• How to analyze  

• How to model  
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Time will tell: Fault localization using        

time spectra 

Leverages time spectra as an abstraction mechanism for 

program executions 

• time spectra ≈ traces of method execution times 

Identifies and scores methods that take a “suspicious” 

amount of time to execute 

• In a sense, time tells us everything, yet nothing in 

particular 

Different than performance debugging where the goal is 

to detect hotspots in the program code 

 

Cemal Yilmaz, A. Paradkar, and C. Williams, “Time will tell: fault localization using time spectra.” 

In the Proceedings of the 30th International Conference on Software Engineering (ICSE '08). pp. 

81-90, ACM, New York, NY, USA, 2008. 
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music of a  

function 



Combining hardware and software 

instrumentation for fault detection 

An approach for fault detection 

Analyzes hybrid spectra in an offline manner to detect 

failures after they have occurred, i.e., after the 

executions have terminated 

Identifies patterns in unsuccessful executions and checks 

to see if a previously unseen execution exhibits 

behaviors that are similar to these likely-to-be-

failure-inducing patterns 

Cemal Yilmaz and Adam Porter, “Combining hardware and software instrumentation to classify 

program executions.” In the Proceedings of the eighteenth ACM SIGSOFT International Symposium 

on Foundations of Software Engineering (FSE '10), pp. 67-76, ACM, New York, NY, USA, 2010.  
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Seer 

Analyzes hybrid spectra in an online manner to predict the 

manifestation of failures before they actually occur 

Consists of two phases 

• An offline training phase 

—Takes as input a set of passing and failing executions 

—Produces as output a set of prediction models  

• An online monitoring phase 

—The system is first augmented with the prediction models 

and then deployed 

—The models are then used at runtime to make binary 

predictions about the future of the executions, i.e., passing 

or failing 
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Some challenges  

Hardware performance counters do not distinguish 

between the instructions issued by different processes 

• Solution: Use virtual hardware counters that can track 

hardware events on a per-process basis 

Hardware performance counters have limited visibility 

into the programs being executed, e.g., by themselves 

they do not know, for example, to which program 

function the current instruction belongs 

• Solution: We chose to associate the hardware-collected 

data with function invocations  
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Collecting hybrid spectra in a nutshell 

Activate a hardware performance counter at the 

beginning of an execution 

Read the value of the counter before and after each 

function invocation of interest and attribute the 

difference to the invocation 

Further itemize the event count to reflect the number of 

events occurred in the body of the function and in 

each callee  

Deactivate the counter at the end of the execution 
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Hybrid spectra: Example 

body f66 f120 … status 

8650 4511 779725 … P 

9429 4512 779724 … P 

10783 -1 779994 … P 

9426 4511 779725 … F 

9780 -1 779993 … F 

… … … … … 

An example hybrid spectra collected for a program 

function by counting the number of machine 

instructions executed  
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Counter overhead 

Hardware performance counters are quite fast 

Using a 2GHz Dual Intel Xeon machine running 

CentOS 5.2 OS with 2GB of RAM 

• The overhead of running a system with counters 

activated: Virtually free 

• The overhead of reading the value of a virtual counter: ≈ 

45 clock cycles 

However, reading them before and after every function 

invocation may still be expensive depending on the 

number of invocations occurring 
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Frequency filtering 

Filters out functions that are invoked more than a cutoff 

value (in our case cutoff=50)  
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Seer functions 

Functions that best distinguish failing executions from 

passing executions 

body f66 f120 … status 

8650 4511 779725 … P 

9429 4512 779724 … P 

10783 -1 779994 … P 

9426 4511 779725 … F 

9780 -1 779993 … F 

… … … … … 

body > 9765  

body > 9425  

body > 9427  

F T 

F T 

P 
F T 

P F 

body > 10781  

F T 

P F 

         

If F-measure is greater than a cutoff,  

   then mark as a seer function 

(in our case cutoff=0.8, 0.9, 0.95) 

  

    



Monitoring phase 

The seer functions are instrumented and the system is 

deployed system, such that after every execution of a 

seer function a binary prediction, i.e., (P)assing or 

(F)ailing, is made about the future of the execution 

         

if (body > 9765){ 
   if (body > 10781) return P  
   else return F  
} 
else {  
   if (body > 9425){ 
      if (body > 9427) return P  
      else return F  
    }  
    else return P  
}  
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Health index 

Is a string of P and F characters representing the 

predictions made by seer functions 

P  F  P  F  F  F  …  

health index 
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Point-wise prediction approach  

A warning for a possible failure is issued after seen the 

first F prediction from a seer function 

 

P  F  

issues a warning now 
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Sliding window prediction approach 

Uses fixed-length sliding windows of seer predictions 

with a gap of one prediction 

Assigns a score to each window, which grows linearly 

with the number of F predictions in the window 

Issues a warning when the score gets larger than a 

cutoff value 

 

P  F  P  F  F  F  

issues a warning now 
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Experiments 

Subject applications: grep, flex, and sed 

Hybrid spectra used 

• TOT_INS: The number of machine instructions 

• BRN_TKN: The number of branches  

• LST_INS: The number load and store instructions 

Software spectra used 

• Call: Keeps track of the functions invoked 

• Visit: Keeps track of the frequency of invocations 
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Hybrid vs software spectra 

body f66 f120 … status 

8650 4511 779725 … P 

9429 4512 779724 … P 

10783 -1 779994 … P 

9426 4511 779725 … F 

9780 -1 779993 … F 

… … … … … 

Hybrid spectra 

body f66 f120 … status 

1 1 1 … P 

1 1 1 … P 

1 -1 1 … P 

1 1 1 … F 

1 -1 1 … F 

… … … … … 

Call spectra 

body f66 f120 … status 

1 1 11 … P 

1 2 11 … P 

1 -1 12 … P 

1 3 11 … F 

1 -1 11 … F 

… … … … … 

Visit spectra 



Evaluation framework 

F-measure 

• What was the prediction accuracy?  

Warning time 

• How early we predicted the failures? 

Runtime overheads 

• What was the runtime overhead? 
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Synopsis of results 

At the lowest level of runtime overheads attained, Seer, 
on average, predicted the failures  

• about 54% way through the executions;  

• with an F- measure of 0.77; and  

• a runtime overhead of 1.98% 

At the highest level of prediction accuracies attained, 
Seer, on average, predicted the failures  

• about 56% way through the executions; 

• with an F-measure of 0.88; and 

• a runtime overhead of 2.67% 

Duration of an execution is measured as the number of 
function calls made in the execution 
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Synopsis of results 

Hybrid spectra provided significantly more accurate 

predictions than software spectra 

Sliding windows prediction approach was significantly 

better than the point-wise prediction approach 

Seer performed slightly better in the presence of 

multiple faults, compared to the presence of a single 

fault 

Seer performed significantly better than fault screeners 

- an alternative state-of-the-art failure prediction 

approach 
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Concluding remarks 

 

 

 

The empirical results support our basic hypothesis  that 

hardware performance counters can be used to 

collect data from inside executions in an unobtrusive 

manner, and that the data collected can be used for 

online failure prediction, all at acceptable runtime 

overheads 
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Future work 

Combining low-level internal execution data collected 

by hardware performance counters with high-level 

external execution data for online failure prediction 

Designing hardware components for hardware-

accelerated dynamic program analysis 
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Detecting side-channel attacks at 

runtime 
Yusuf Kulah 

M.S., 2014 

Funded by Scientific and Technological Research Council of Turkey (110E037) 



Side-channel attacks 

Side-channels are unintended manifestations about the 

key dependent aspects of cryptographic application 

executions 

• E.g., the execution time, power consumption, 

electromagnetic emanation, micro-architectural artifacts, 

etc.  

Since the secret key effectively influences the execution 

of cryptographic applications, observations made on 

a side-channel may eventually leak information about 

the secret key if its effects in the computation are not 

cloaked 
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Cache-based side channel attacks 

Exploit the key-dependent cache access patterns of 
cryptographic applications to reveal the secret keys 
processed by cryptographic applications 

Many of these attacks use a spy process to intentionally 
create cache contentions with the cryptographic 
application  

The contentions are then analyzed to infer cache access 
patterns, which are in turn associated with likely key 
values to extract the secret key processed by the 
cryptographic application or to reduce the possible key 
space 

Types of attacks 

• Prime-and-probe attacks 

• Flush-and-reload attacks 

• … 
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Advanced encryption standard (AES) 

AES is a symmetric-key block cipher algorithm 
established as a standard by NIST  

It comes in different flavors 

The one, which is of interest in this study, encrypts 
(decrypts) a plaintext (ciphertext) in blocks of 128 
bits using a 128-bit secret key  

To speed up processing, five static lookup tables, each of 
which has 256 32-bit entries (5 KB in total), are 
employed 

Table lookups are key dependent   

160 table lookups are performed while processing a 128-
bit input block 
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Prime-and-probe attacks on AES 

Victim Process 

using AES with 

128-bit secret key 

Spy Process 

aiming to reveal 

the secret key 

CPU core 

L1 data cache 

prime 

a message for  

encryption 

key-dependent 

accesses 

probe 
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Prime-and-probe attacks on AES 

Victim Process 

using AES with 

128-bit secret key 

Spy Process 

aiming to reveal 

the secret key 

CPU core 

L1 data cache 

prime 

a message for  

encryption 

key-dependent 

accesses 

probe 
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Countermeasures  

Have been so far taken retrospectively  

• First, a new attack method emerges 

• Then, the attack is analyzed and countermeasures to 

prevent the same or similar types of attacks are 

developed 

• Finally, the countermeasures are deployed 

However, spy processes seem to have been quite 

successfully adapted themselves to such retrospective 

countermeasures 
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Proposed approach 

 

 

 

 

… 
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Making combinatorial interaction 

testing more practical 



A motivating example: MySQL 

MySQL characteristics 

• Database management system 

• Large user community – 6M+ 

• Large code base – ≈1M 

• Geographically distributed developers 

• Continuous evolution – 200+ commits per month  

A highly configurable system 

• 100+ configuration options 

• Dozens of OS, compiler, and platform combinations 
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A motivating example: MySQL 

100+ configuration options 

Assuming each option has two levels of settings 

• 2100+ configurations for testing 

Assuming each configuration takes 1 second to test 

• 2100+ secs. ≈ 1020+ centuries for exhaustive testing 

• Big Bang is estimated to be about 107 centuries ago! 

Exhaustive testing is impossible! 

 

 

 

Which configurations should be tested? 
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Configuration space model 

In its simplest form, the model includes  

• a set of configuration options O={o1, o2, …, on} 

• their possible settings V={V1, V2, …, Vk} 

Implicitly defines the configuration space 

 

 

 [Options] 

o1: {0, 1, 2} 

o2: {0, 1, 2} 

o3: {0, 1, 2} 

 

[Constraints] 

# none, for now! 
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t-way covering arrays 

o1 o2 o3 

0 0 0 

0 1 1 

0 2 2 

1 0 1 

1 1 2 

1 2 0 

2 0 2 

2 1 0 

2 2 1 

Given a model, a t-way 

covering array is a set of 

configurations, in which 

each possible combination 

of option settings for every 

combination of t options 

appears at least once  

t: coverage strength 

 A 2-way covering array 

o1 o2 o3 

0 0 0 

0 1 1 

0 2 2 

1 0 1 

1 1 2 

1 2 0 

2 0 2 

2 1 0 

2 2 1 

o1 o2 o3 

0 0 0 

0 1 1 

0 2 2 

1 0 1 

1 1 2 

1 2 0 

2 0 2 

2 1 0 

2 2 1 

o1 o2 o3 

0 0 0 

0 1 1 

0 2 2 

1 0 1 

1 1 2 

1 2 0 

2 0 2 

2 1 0 

2 2 1 



Basic justification 

 

t-way covering arrays can efficiently exercise all system 

behaviors caused by the settings of t or fewer options 
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Example covering array sizes 

coverage strength 

(t) 

# of binary options 

(n) 

covering array 

size 

3 12 15 

3 26 22 

3 68 31 

3 256 46 

4 12 24 

4 26 51 

4 67 67 

4 256 160 
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Applications to software testing   

Input parameter testing 

Configuration testing 

GUI testing 

Testing of software product lines 

… 
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Moving forward with combinatorial 

interaction testing 
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Masking effects in combinatorial testing  
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Test-case aware combinatorial testing  
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Computing test case-aware covering  

arrays  

Ugur Koc 

M.S., 2014  
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Feedback driven adaptive combinatorial 
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Cost-aware combinatorial testing 
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Gray-box combinatorial testing 
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Unified combinatorial testing 
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Thank You! 
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